Properties of HPAM
Zeta potentials of virgin and fouled AEMs were measured and the results were shown in table S2. The AEM was positively charged owing to the quaternary ammonium groups. The membranes turned to be negative after fouling and oil-HPAMinorganic fouled membrane owned the strongest electronegativity, which could be explained by the negative foulants of HPAM and oil emulsion on the membrane. 
Scanning electron microscopy
As AEMs were fouled more seriously according to the results of membrane resistance, morphologies of AEMs before and after fouling in different feed solutions were analyzed by the scanning electron microscopy. SEM images of HPAM, HPAMinorganic, oil-HPAM-inorganic fouled AEMs indicated that the membrane fouling aggravated with the increase of the complexity of the feed solutions, which was in accordance with the results of membrane resistance and desalination performance .We could clearly observed that all AEMs were fouled compared with the virgin membrane and the membrane suffered the most serious fouling after ED experiment in oil-HPAMinorganic solution, which was in accordance with the results of charge measurements (see Fig. S3 ). Chemical cleaning experiments were conducted to recover the membrane performance. Base cleaning, acid-base cleaning, and acid-base-SDBS cleaning were found to be the most effective cleaning methods for HPAM, HPAM-inorganic, and oil-HPAM-inorganic fouling, respectively. SEM images in Fig. S5 showed the cleaning effects by comparing the fouled membranes before and after cleaning. 
